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THIS QUARTER’S MODELTHIS QUARTER’S MODEL

Elvis Costello once said that you have your whole life to write your fi rst album, 
but only six months to come up with the second one. In most instances, an 
artist’s debut album is a full revelation of their sound and a showcase of 
their musical prowess. Occasionally though, it offers a glimpse of genius - a 
manifestation of the maturation of process. The sophomore slump is a hurdle 
that any artist tries to jump over, whether you are a musician, a student, or 
even an editor of a school journal.

An indulging look into the greatest sophomore albums of all time has 
revealed a number of parallels between musicians and architects. Music is an 
incredibly rigorous domain that requires years of practice and an enormous 
amount of discipline. Both music and architecture alike use languages that 
produce levels of chic and distortion, themes found in our second issue. 
Music uses rhythm and time to develop these systems, while the architect’s 
use of space and design creates moments towards glamour and disturbance.

The second album is one in which the artist cultivates and experiments while 
creating a foundation for future albums. The second issue of One:Twelve 
is no exception. Months have gone by, but the spirit of One:Twelve is still 
booming, and we’re enthusiastic for everyone to dig into our sophomore 
effort; an endowment that will eventually contribute to our opus.

When we sat down last quarter to begin planning the second issue, we found 
ourselves overwhelmed with opportunities. With a line-up of important 
lectures, visiting professors, and campus events, we knew our Interview 
Series could be exceptional. Our staff stepped up to the challenge and 
delivered some insights to the individual personalities within the disciplines 
that we’re eager for you to read. 

More importantly, however, is the growth of One:Twelve itself. We’re 
proud to debut a handful of new contributors with  insightful perspectives 
and stories that exude the energy within the KSA.  We feel it is important 
to stress the participation of the entire student body, and with a new email, 
website, Facebook page, Twitter, and Tumblr, we hope every student can stay 
connected to One:Twelve and fi nd a way to participate - even if for only one 
issue. To date, One:Twelve is fl ooded with Architecture participation, and 
we’re anxious to see the fi rst CRP article or Landscape interview. There is one 
more issue coming this spring, and we challenge everybody to fi nd a way to 
contribute to the KSA’s student journal.

See you in the spring,
Greg Evans & Josh Kuhr
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with Samuel Ludwig

QUESTIONS FOR:

MICHAEL MEREDITH

How did you meet Tobias (Putrih) and can 
you describe your collaboration on the 
Wexner Center?  I met him at an event at the 
(Harvard) GSD on Buckminster Fuller, we were 
both speakers and just hit it off. Tobias knew our 
offi ce was working with this physics software that 
allowed for experiments which he quite liked and 
proposed we try and do something together.

So how did the Wexner Project come 
about?  The thing we’re trying to do with the 
Wexner, is taking these grids that in the end I 
think are still more polygon, and this project 
will leak out into others. There’s still a lot more 
work that can be done, that this is the beginning 
of something. The aesthetic is that we wanted 
it to look like grids because, well, it seemed like 
a good idea I guess, I don’t know why. Grids, 
frames and then those frames become sagged or 
deformed.

Was this project envisioned as more of a 
self-standing sculptural museum piece 
or as something more site-specifi c?  It’s 
generally site specifi c but that wasn’t the inten-
tion in the beginning. Formally there’s defi nitely 
some reference to the Wexner Center on some 
level. Thinking about grids and frames and then 
trying to screw them up or make them collapse 
in a way. 

Do you think your project has anything 
to do with the evolution of parametric 
systems where previously everything was 
clean, shiny and now thing are more, 
messy?  Well we’ve done the shiny stuff, but 
now as an offi ce we try very hard not to be slick, 
we try to do projects that are like the (clean) 
parametric, but wrong let’s say. In some ways 
we’re having fun with them, making fun of them, 
or trying other things out that seem counterin-
tuitive through play, stretching, stomping etc. 
So there are parametric systems that are about 
producing complexity through geometric sys-
tems, say smart geometry. We kind of like dumb 
geometry, so we do things like cubes rather than 

incredibly complex tiling systems.

The thing I like about physics over geometry, 
with geometry you’re always struggling against 
ideality, with physics as an ideology there’s no 
ideal it’s much more relativist and in the end 
we’re more relativist, we don’t have a religion in 
a certain sense. We approach architecture with a 
sense of humor and a lightness that is liberating 
as opposed to oppressive. Like the idea of the 
absolute ideal is sort of a tragic thing, there’s 
always this loss of never achieving perfection so 
that’s why this is the sort of narrative I’m not 
interested in.

The renderings of your installations use 
a considerable amount of color whereas 
the fi nished pieces do not. Is it for your 
own enjoyment or is there a deliberate 
use of coloration to inform a greater idea 
to a client?  For the parametric things we try 
and use a scientifi c kind of aesthetic but wrong. 
It doesn’t have to code anything. On one level we 
use the parametric to play with it, we also screw 
it up, and try to do it wrong and fi nd other things 
that come out of it which are like we like the aes-
thetic of what we call “Rainbow Vomit” where all 
of the colors are all over the place all at once and 
it’s this strange psychedelic thing which is also 
cheesy, kitsch, tasteless as opposed to the white 
on white renderings which have become symbols 
of elegance and slickness in architecture. 

Do you have any interest in building 
something that deploys the coloration of 
your renderings?  Oh no! It would be so hard! 
I kind of like them as their own thing but, it 
would look so bad. It would be horrifi c in real life 
wouldn’t it? I mean it would be gross, but maybe 
there’s a way to do it. 

So you just have employees that are paid 
rather than paid interns?  We don’t do un-
paid interns. Our offi ce is like this tiny subma-
rine where you have to like everybody, get along 
and enjoy it and really be of the work and try and 
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do things that are like school in somewhere.

So less death-camp workshop in favor of 
a place where ‘architecture happens’?  Our 
offi ce is neither bottom-up nor top-down, it’s 
a mess in-between. The only thing Hillary and 
I really focus on is setting up a kind of culture. 
Talking about lectures, essays we have to write, 
buildings, history, talking how can you be an ex-
perimental offi ce now-a-days. It’s not easy. How 
can you recycle? We like to think of it as a sort of 
camp as opposed to a factory.

What are your thoughts on unpaid intern-
ships?  I don’t have a problem with it, I think 
it’s very upfront and everybody knows what 
they’re getting into, you have fi gure out what you 
want to do, if things are worth it or not. You have 
to believe you’re involved with something like 
that to make it worthwhile.

What print publication do you look at the 
most?  Right now I’m looking at Log because I 
have to do something for it. For a while, I really 

have stopped. It sounds pretentious and cliché 
because I do like magazines a lot, I love looking 
at them. This is what I do, I’ll go for a time where 
I don’t look at anything and then I’ll go to the 
library and I literally pick out every single maga-
zine that looks somewhat interesting, all of them, 
sit down read through them all, then I try and get 
a sense of what’s going on the world. Then I walk 
back to the offi ce, and work.

Thinking about the most recent issue of 
Log and how its theme is Curation, how 
do you feel about the blog publication 
model and how it deals with curation?  
Archdaily.com used to be really good at the be-
ginning in a weird way, it was exciting, it felt like 
it could replace magazines, and I think maybe it 
could still. Everybody who will give you a project 
to put on there, has given it to him. I think we’re 
at a moment now where it’s a problem for stu-
dents, what does everybody want to talk about? 
I think it’s dead now because of the economy, 
but there was so much construction and so many 
buildings that people were just excited about 
building again and they didn’t really talk about 
anything. It was just like you were popular or 
successful if you built, you weren’t popular or 
successful if say, you said something that seemed 
meaningful or produced something interesting. 

So do you think it’s better for students to 
see every project ever, or do you lament 
the loss of curation?  I think architecture in 
the previous times was more controlled, neat, 
clear. When people controlled publishing and 
there was a certain narrative put out to the peo-
ple. Now that control has eroded, it’s still there, 
but it’s gone in the sense that anybody can put 
something out there and people can talk about it. 
We can be open to this idea that the discipline is 
essentially an intellectual market of sorts, or an 
intellectual social, political condition. 

Photo: Samuel Ludwig

MICHAEL MEREDITH IS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE AT THE 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF DESIGN. HE IS ALSO CO-
PRINCIPAL OF MOS IN CAMBRIDGE, MA AND NEW HAVEN, CT.
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What is your biggest non-architectural 
infl uence?  One of the great things about archi-
tecture is that it doesn’t have clear boundaries, 
at least the way we approach it. So it’s tough to 
answer that because we’re interested in seeing 
architecture in a lot of things. I would probably 
say that the production of space and humor in 
the work of Buster Keaton is probably one of 
the bigger infl uences. The way in which generic 
or banal things are transformed into magical 
objects through wit and an almost dead-pan ap-
proach and the amount of creative energy that he 
injected into the performance pieces was pretty 
extraordinary. It would produce something 
fantastically creative, and ultimately humor-
fi lled, and this resonated with our knowledge of 
familiar objects and spaces.

If you could collaborate with any archi-
tect, dead or alive, who would it be and 
why?  I’m hesitating because that’s very differ-
ent than whom you would want to work for. I 
would like to work for about three months, or 
maybe a year, in about six different offi ces. But 
collaborating is a totally different animal. It’s 
hard enough for the three of us to collaborate, 
and then the idea that we would want to then 
collaborate with another architect, that gets re-
ally tricky.

Do you have any hobbies outside of ar-
chitecture?  I love to cook and that’s in part 
because architecture is extraordinarily slow and 
cooking, as a creative process, is extraordinarily 
fast. Looking at food and its prevalence within 
architecture culture today, I think food intersects 
with questions of landscape and urbanism and 
sustainability, etc. 

In many of your buildings, I noticed you 
use a lamination of materials as a per-
spective device or a strategy for creating 
a sense of movement. What’s the basis 
for that strategy, and why do you employ 
it so often?   It allows us to get out of a couple 
of things simultaneously. We like the accumu-

lations of readily accessible and inexpensive 
material that up close you can recognize –it’s a 
strip of wood, it’s a strip of acrylic, it’s a coffee 
cup lid– but in their accumulation they take on 
very different readings at different scales and 
distances. Whether it’s a forced perspective or a 
moiré pattern or a kind of diaphanous screen, it’s 
that ability to be economical, to oscillate between 
different scales, and to register the familiar 
and the unfamiliar simultaneously that we’re 
interested in.

So many of the students around here are 
curious about your graphic process, how 
do you achieve your graphical aesthetic?  
It’s both the aesthetic consequence and the 
process that gets fused together in the approach. 
We’ll work in Rhino for the massing of a project, 
a rough model that allows different aspects of 
the project to be looked at by multiple people at 
a variety of scales of experience. We’ll use it to fi x 
key moments, and then the three partners come 
in and look at it at a much greater level of detail. 
We essentially advance the design through the 
act of the three of us drawing, sometimes with 
20-30 layers of Mylar. There’s never just one 
overlay and it’s done. This allows us to take a 
project that as a whole may be under-developed 
and accelerate the elaboration of certain aspects 
of that project without having to do it every-
where. The consequence is this design represen-
tation that is neither hand drawn nor digital, but 
is a hybridization of the two.

Is imitation the sincerest form of fl attery, 
especially in regard to other fi rms’ nod to 
your graphical aesthetic?  I don’t see it as 
imitation because these are known tools, and it’s 
not as if somehow we have an exclusive license 
on them. 

Your graphical techniques are so iden-
tifi able; do you ever feel pressured to 
evolve the precedent that you set?  We use 
a variety of different approaches in the offi ce 
and it really depends on how fully fl eshed out 

with Lauren Grech

QUESTIONS FOR:

PAUL LEWIS
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PAUL LEWIS IS AN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND ALSO HAS TAUGHT AT THE OHIO STATE 
UNIVERSITY. HE IS A PRINCIPAL AT LTL ARCHITECTS IN NEW YORK, NY. 

the project is. If we have a very detailed Rhino 
model we’ll often use hidden line work layers to 
get that same overlap of atmosphere and edge 
and superimpose them without even using the 
hand. So in a way the introduction of the hand is 
really specifi c to a means to accelerate the design 
process through that technique when we know 
we have limited time and we can’t develop the 
entire project.

Due to the transitory nature of the NYC 
restaurants, did you hope to create some-
thing malleable and interchangeable?  
Probably not. In fact, probably the opposite 
was our problem: we would do them for specifi c 
clients and specifi c cuisines knowing that they 
probably would last a year – the average lifespan 
of a New York restaurant is one year – so at some 
level that gave us a little bit more freedom. We 
could work with materials we knew were not 
as durable because of the fact that the lifespan 
would be short. So in a way they kind of pushed 
more towards the art installation realm than they 
did kind of permanent architectural realm, and 
as a result we didn’t build in to them the pos-
sibility that they could be turned into a different 
breed of restaurant. 

What is your connection to Ohio?  I was 
born and raised in western Ohio. So was David, 
as you might imagine. (Laughs)

You’ve taught here and you now teach 
at Princeton. What similarities, if any, 
do you think there are between the two 
schools?  I actually don’t know this school well 
enough to answer that, particularly since it’s 
been ten years since I taught here and even that 
was a visiting position. I think there is a much 
greater exchange between schools now than 
there may have been. But what you’re getting at 
is more of a kind of institutional difference, and 
I don’t know enough about how this place works 
institutionally. The work in schools is more and 
more similar. With the fl uidity of faculty and the 
fl uidity of work, you don’t have the kind of in-

tense and identifi ably distinct schools as I think 
there used to be, say in the 70s. I get the sense 
that things are fairly loose within the differences 
between schools.

What project to date are you fondest of?  
That’s easy to answer because we just fi nished 
this project in Texas that we’ve been working on 
for about fi ve years called Art House. It’s right 
at the heart of Austin, Texas. It’s a contempo-
rary art space, which is an ideal program. It has 
an urban location, great client, great programs 
inside, it exchanges with the city very well, 
and was done very inexpensively. I think it’s a 
different approach to the relationship between 
architecture and art than has occurred before in 
that it’s both a provocation to and a background 
for the art.
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Other than your new hatred for Wings 
Over Columbus, what’s your favorite Co-
lumbus eatery?  (Laughs) Wings Over Colum-
bus - that’s the worst. I would say, I have little 
experience here, but I have two answers for you. 
First is Lindey’s - I really liked the atmosphere, 
and the food was good. But mostly, I’m ordering 
from Jimmy John’s. And I’m doing that because 
several years ago I read this interview with David 
Lynch, and he does this thing where he eats the 
same meal every day for months or years at a 
time, and he claims that helps him focus on more 
important things. So, the fi rst time that I ate at 
Jimmy John’s , I noticed their sandwiches are so 
plain and without character, that I went, “This 
is perfect!” So, I eat at least two Jimmy John’s 
sandwiches a day when I’m in Columbus in an 
attempt to see if it helps me focus. We’ll see if it 
works.

Other than your obvious Bowie and 
Hendrix infl uences, who is your biggest 
infl uence outside of architecture?  Other 
than Bowie, I would say David Lynch.

So, in the constant debates between prag-
matism, theory, art, and sustainability, 
for example, is there still a role for truly 
critical architecture?  Yes. Absolutely. If ever 
I become convinced that I’m wasting my time do-
ing critical practice, then I’m done because I re-
ally don’t see a point to this endeavor otherwise. 

And where do you see the intersection of 
all of these practices?  I think that without 
theory, criticism, and history, architecture’s 
evolution seems to be driven solely by techno-
logical innovation, and frankly, I don’t fi nd that 
interesting. And I don’t think one is necessarily 
better than the other, but to eliminate an entire 
class of architects because they aren’t particu-
larly interested or good at developing technologi-
cal innovation in buildings also seems dumb. I 
think, largely, it’s a specious argument. It’s mak-
ing more out of that difference than there really 
needs to be made. We’re part of both the real and 

imagined world, and that’s the end of it.

First architectural job?  Daniel Libeskind. 
It was the easiest job I ever got. Jesse (Reiser) 
called him up, and I was employed a week later.

If you could collaborate with any architect 
dead or alive, who would it be and why?  
Dead would be Carlo Mollino cause he’s the cool-
est one ever - that’s why. And anyone who reads 
this and doesn’t understand that, well, there’s 
not much I can do for them. (Laughs)

Describe the environment at Hirsuta.  
Small and intimate. There are working models 
everywhere and tons of books on problems in the 
Middle East. I fi nd those more interesting than 
books on architecture. 

So, does that infl uence the design envi-
ronment?  Yes, probably, but I’m not exactly 
sure how. It reminds me not to take any of this 
very seriously. When there are too many archi-
tecture books around, you start to believe that 
architecture actually matters. I don’t ever want 
to fall into that misconception. So, I surround 
myself with a lot of heavy stuff. Oh, and a whole 
section of the library on rock ’n roll bios. For me, 
it’s a better model.

So, you’d agree with Michael Meredith’s 
statement that architects are like musi-
cians?  Yes.

So,you obviously love both music and 
architecture.  Yeah, but I’m a whole lot better 
at architecture. I don’t know if anyone else would 
think that. I know how to make architecture, I 
don’t know how to make music.

So you don’t play an instrument?  I don’t.
Did you ever play one?  I did. I played 
violin for a while, but it made my chin hurt so I 
stopped.

You said you don’t want to take architec-

with Greg Evans

QUESTIONS FOR:

JASON PAYNE
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ture too seriously, so what is the role of 
architecture then?  Who knows. I guess it’s 
to keep the rain off. (Laughs) But you can keep 
the rain off in some pretty simple ways or some 
pretty complex ways. It’s not that different from 
any other creative practice where you’re digest-
ing the way you see the world and then putting 
out a version of that in a particular medium. 
In our case it happens to be architecture, but it 
could just as easily be music, hairstyling, ceram-
ics, or whatever.

You cite Jeff Kipnis as a huge infl uence. 
What is it about his thoughts and writ-
ings that you fi nd so inspiring?  I think his 
story about how he got into architecture in the 
fi rst place – whatever version of that story you 
believe, all of them are good. But he’s an outsider 
playing the game better than any of the insiders 
could ever hope to. I’m just deeply impressed 
with that. My sense is that a lot of his ingenuity 
in our discipline comes from that outsider status, 
and somehow, he has not lost touch with that. 
I would say that his insistence over all of these 
many years on close reading as a thing that crit-
ics and designers need to do is crucial. And it’s 
not as if he came up with some general theory of 
form twenty or thirty years ago that he just sticks 
to. You can see him reading new ideas and new 
forms closely year after year. And it’s through 
that close reading that ideas  are tested and 
either proven or disproven, discarded or kept. 
That’s a tremendous contribution. 

How do you see the adoption of the four-
plus-three program changing the architec-
tural education?  I think that the four-plus-
three works if, more often than not, the student 
doesn’t do it all at the same school. If the four 
becomes a condensed version of the previous 
fi ve-year professional degree, then I don’t know 
about that. If I see any growing weakness in the 
graduate students I teach year after year, it’s a 
steadily diminishing command over the liberal 
arts. That, I think, is detrimental to architecture.

What do you believe is the reason for the 
lack of philosophy and literature courses 
in undergraduate architecture programs?  
If I were designing a school, honestly, I would 
require every student to minor in philosophy. I 
don’t know the answer though. It could be the 
increasing bureaucratization of all of the profes-
sions, which means we have to be regulated by 
outside professional bodies and that our cur-
ricula has to meet certain criteria. Students have 
to take classes across a certain number of subject 
areas and typically within the discipline. Then 
suddenly, you’re at the end of four years and 
there wasn’t any room for a serious philosophy 
line or a serious line in any of the liberal arts.
 
There are a lot of animal hides hanging 
in your studio this quarter, what do you 
see as your next projected step in your 
research after the completion of the fur 
studio?  Well, in terms of where I think this 
work is headed, I often teach studios that are 
multi-year endeavors. So, I’ll take on a subject, 
theme, or methodology and it’ll go on for three or 
four years where I’ll basically fi ne-tune it and the 
product gets more and more robust. The basic 
premise here is that I have a strong suspicion 
that form can be sublimated to surface; that you 
can actually produce strange, unforeseen form 
if we work the way we’re working. Also, more 
generally, I am interested in situating fur - that 
specifi c material - in architecture once again.

Students sometimes have an issue with 
studio instructors that do not have a clear, 
known outcome of a project, what are the 
strengths and weaknesses of both models 
of certainty and uncertainty?  Basically, it’s 
about formulating questions and formulating 
answers. The fi rst model is about formulating 
answers, and I think what we’re doing is formu-
lating questions. And if you don’t know how to 
ask questions or aren’t interested in asking ques-
tions, then I think you’re not going to be success-
ful as a designer, and that’s just the bottom line.
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You mentioned that you really enjoy 
coming to Columbus, what’s your fascina-
tion with Columbus and the Midwest in 
general compared to the cultures on the 
two coasts?  I could see myself here. I mean, 
I have a pretty strong rural background from 
where I grew up, and I try to use a lot of that 
knowledge in my work. So, if I were to live in a 
place like Columbus, I think I’d be spending a 
lot of time out in the countryside trying to fi gure 
out what the various rural cultural situations are 
out there. I’m not particularly interested in the 
[urban environment] that appears to be happen-
ing in Columbus. The typical American, middle-
of-the-road consumerism, I just don’t fi nd that 
interesting. The big box stores, malls, horizontal-
ity, sprawl and all of that is very important to 
study, but it’s just not my bag. So, if I were out 
here, I’d be looking at corn fi elds and looking at 
Amish communities because I fi nd that stuff very 
interesting.

So, you like the two ends of the spectrum 
and not the in-between?  Yeah, pretty much. 
I mean, right now, I do studios on urbanism, but 
I’m only interested in favela urbanism, which is 
like super extreme, exotic urbanism. And then at 
the same time, I’m interested in driving around 
the Ohio rural landscape.

How do you feel about the loss of true cu-
ration in contemporary terms/blog publi-
cation model and how it deals with cura-
tion?  I don’t know what to think right now. I 
would say that it’s fast and loose; I don’t have 
any problem with the fast, but I have a problem 
with the loose. If it could be fast and tight, then I 
think I would read blogs a whole lot more often. 
It’s not like publications used to be where you’d 
subscribe and you’d read it regardless. And that’s 
because it’s loose. And all I mean by loose is that 
it looks to me like there are too many modes of 
evaluation from blog to blog. So I don’t know 
what criteria have been brought to bear on the 
editorial process, and I frankly don’t need that 
kind of stress in my life. With publications, you 
know how each one is edited, and you only read 
the ones where you are comfortable with that ed-
itorial line. With blogs, there are either too many 
variations or just not enough editorial control at 
all. So, if they would start to tighten it up and I 

could be assured that no matter how unknown 
the architect is on there, that someone I trust has 
made certain that I will be learning, then I would 
read it. But it’s just too loose. I like the idea that 
it’s fast though because we’re exposed to a lot of 
ideas more quickly that way.

So, how do you see that affecting architec-
ture students’ work? Do you fi nd it helpful 
that they’re exposed to so much more 
or do you lament the loss of curation?  I 
lament the loss of curation. It makes it harder 
for a teacher to do his or her job. Basically, I will 
show up to studio and the fi rst part of each week 
is trying to explain to students why they should 
not have done what they did over the weekend. 
Then I fi nd out that they did what they did 
because they saw something that they thought 
looked cool on a blog somewhere and spent a 
good number of hours trying to emulate that. So, 
it makes my job tricky. Old school curation helps 
the educational process tremendously.

You teach at a number of schools includ-
ing UCLA, Sci-Arc and now here at the 
KSA. What do you see as the differences 
between these programs?  If there’s any 
question a graduate student should be asking, it 
would be a question like that. At this point, there 

doesn’t seem to be any singular strong pedagogy 
at any given school, and you can actually learn 
a lot by knowing what’s going on at another 
school even though you don’t go there. When I 
went to Columbia, I was very aware of what was 
happening at Harvard, Princeton, and Sci-Arc 
even though I wasn’t attending. Knowing what 
was happening at those two places and compar-
ing and contrasting them was really helpful and 
made my education stronger.

In Los Angeles, UCLA and Sci-Arc are often 
compared to one another, and the way that it’s 
often described - which is largely true, but also is 
now changing - is that for the past ten or twelve 
years, UCLA has been understood to be theoreti-
cally very strong and technically strong too, but 
in more a comprehensive way. For example, 
it’s been said that students at UCLA can make 
a drawing but not a rendering, and students at 
Sci-Arc can make a rendering but not a draw-

IF I WERE TO LIVE IN COLUMBUS, I THINK I’D BE SPENDING 
A LOT OF TIME OUT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE TRYING TO FIGURE 
OUT WHAT THE VARIOUS RURAL CULTURAL SITUATIONS ARE.
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JASON PAYNE IS AN ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE AT 
UCLA AND PRINCIPAL OF DESIGN FIRM 
HIRSUTA IN LOS ANGELES, CA.

ing. That’s not entirely true across the board, but there’s some truth to it. 
At UCLA, Sylvia Lavin was largely responsible for insisting that theory be 
brought into the design studio on an everyday basis. That way the product 
of design was evaluated in terms of its theoretical contribution as well as its 
architectural contribution. So, a good building was a good building, but that 
wasn’t enough at UCLA; it also had to be a good argument.

Whereas at Sci-Arc, during that same period, there was a powerful urge 
toward technical expertise and virtuosity. You could get up on the stage 
at Sci-Arc and make a fantastic and exquisite guitar solo - whatever the 
architectural equivalent to that may be - and that would be enough. And 
at reviews, if you tried to get into serious theoretical conversation about 
the work, it would be very diffi cult. However, all of that is changing. What 
I think happened is that people realized that that kind of virtuoso perfor-
mance is actually valuable for a variety of reasons, but it’s not suffi cient. So, 
now there seems to be more smart conversation coming out of Sci-Arc.

When I come here, it feels a little bit like Princeton or Harvard, where I can 
sit down with a student, regardless of the quality of work, and be relatively 
assured that I’m going to get high level conversation back. So, it seems that 
that level of intellect is somehow established in the school and is a require-
ment for the level of thinking in the studio. I guess a big question I have 
regarding OSU against the other two schools is that of the contemporary 
discourse. The other schools are completely entrenched in the international 
conversations going on - whether they have to do with parametric design or 
with the affective issue that has largely come from Jeff (Kipnis) - but there 
are a lot of polemical positions that are universal and are happening from 
UCLA to Yale.

But how tied OSU is to that handful of on-going conversations is not clear 
to me right now. But the thing is, on the plus side, and I mean this sincerely, 
the danger of those contemporary conversations, especially the parametric 
one, is that they can overwhelm a school. However, at a school like this 
one, the fundamental conversations that need to be happening, no matter 
what decade or political moment we’re in, never die. Whereas, at a school 
like Sci-Arc, you could go for several years and never have a conversation 
on something like close reading and formal analysis. To my mind, that’s 
a fundamental fl aw when something like that happens because of hotter, 
faster conversations taking over a school. So, I don’t know which is better 
or worse: having the guarantee of the fundamental conversation continu-
ing, but lacking some of the heat that Sylvia (Lavin) calls the “fl ash in the 
pan” conversations or the other. I’m not sure which is better or worse for a 
student anymore.
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FACESby Alex Palmer

After a grueling push before fi nal review week, the main space was all a 
fl utter. In between nearly constant use during the day and echoing empti-
ness at night, a presence quietly, slowly, materialized in the main space. The 
project, entitled “Faces” is the result of a quarter-long effort from a handful 
of dedicated fourth years in Stephen Turk’s seminar class. Starting their 
work individually, the students were grouped together based on their own 
projects’ similarity. Ultimately one project was brought to the focus and 
work began to develop and produce the end result.

The main space is well occupied by the three corresponding elements of the 
project; the projected face, the wooden faces, and the concrete faces - the 
source, the forms, and the formed. The three elements can be seen as an 
expanding array which eventually produced the concrete faces. According to 
Turk, the notion of the array functions as something more than a distribu-
tion, or matrix, of the forms. He defi ned the array as a way of creating and 
documenting a series. That is, something more than an even and simple 
distribution. The faces act in a way similar to that of a hypostyle hall through 
the creation of an environment in place of a simple gridded ordering. The 
patterning creates a clear dialogue between the components, projecting the 
classifi cation of parts and their relationship back to the whole.

The forms all stem from the source image, a composite of many different 
faces which have been transformed into a typographical object. With the 
explicit language of face removed, the features are blurred or sharpened to 
create twelve distinct variations of the face in varying degrees of resolution. 
This touches on the idea of mask similarly to John Hejduk’s works. After a 
series of transformative processes, the mask becomes representative of the 
origin of its evolution, which no longer exists. The concrete used to model 
the facial forms adds an additional gradient of resolution by the way of 
variable aggregate; very fi ne up to large, creating different fi nishes for the 
material. The variables of resolution and aggregate are layered, creating an 
effect that ranges from subtle to haunting. While the muted features of the 
more static faces blend quietly into their surroundings, the contrasting dy-
namic faces have a dramatic presence; creating harsh shadow from features 
both gaunt and protruding. In this way the faces more nearly approximate 
the mask in their slight plays upon the composition. Some elements are sub-
dued, while others are called out, creating emphasis. This play between the 
beauty of the source face and the horror of the resultant faces is cast in two 
tons of concrete and appropriately displayed on the big concrete stairs.
By conforming to the materiality of the stairs, the concrete faces invoke a 
subtle, yet eerily strong impression on the space. On one hand they disap-
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pear into their environment, prompting no change of interaction with the 
steps. The faces simply become a slight modifi cation of the elevation, po-
tentially fulfi lling the routine role of backrest to the unobservant user. Upon 
observation, the faces distinguish themselves from the concrete and create a 
presence in the space as a silent audience to the daily activities of Knowl-
ton. As a whole, the distortions of each face do little to affect the notion of 
collectivity. However, the adjacent variations provide a means of individual 
contrast, visually recording or documenting the infl uences placed upon 
each face. This creates an affective personality cast in concrete that was the 
unpredicted result of forming.

In contrast to the subtle occupation of the cast concrete faces, the wooden 
forms are blatantly presented on pedestals. Unlike the concrete, they disrupt 
the austerity of the space. They might be the fi rst things you notice about the 
installation. These negatives of the fi nal form are given a slightly disturbing 
quality by the grain of the wood as it arranges itself into rings following the 
topography. Impressions for eyes become contoured hills, light and dark 
lines alternating in the plywood. The source is materialized with a projection 
of the compiled face on a white hung white foam panel. The projection is dif-

fi cult to miss, but without its illumination, the topography of the white foam 
face hardly seems present. It returns to the subtlety of the fi nal concrete 
forms as a simple white square on the massive wall that defi nes the bound-
ary of the main space. The differing visual strength of the source, form, and 
formed seems to stress process as well as document a sort of analytical way 
of creating the variation in faces. To conclude, I borrow a pertinent and suc-
cinct quote from Robert Somol that was considered in the project’s design, 
“…emergence promises that serial accumulation may itself result in the 
production of new qualities.”

SPECIAL THANKS TO STEPHEN 
TURK FOR HIS INSIGHT, RYAN CON-
NOLLY FOR ADVISING THIS ARTICLE, 
AND THE SEMINAR CLASS AS A 
WHOLE FOR CREATING A CAREFULLY 
CONSIDERED AND SUFFICIENTLY 
HAUNTING REVERIE ON THE MASK.

Photo: Jonathan Rieke
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by Patrick Herron

VOGUE

Look Around Everywhere You Turn Is Heartache
It’s Everywhere That You Go (Look Around)
You Try Everything You Can To Escape
The Pain Of  Life That You Know (Life That You Know)
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AS AN ARCHITECTURE STUDENT, I BELIEVE THAT I HAVE 
CREATIVE LICENSE TO JUDGE ANYTHING THAT FALLS WITHIN 

THE REALM OF AESTHETICS. 

These lyrics are from the famed 1990 hit, 
“Vogue” by Madonna. This song was released 
two weeks before I was born and it soon topped 
all the music charts. This brought me to the 
question of what the big deal about Vogue is, and 
what does it mean to be “in vogue”? In search 
of understanding and questioning the idea of 
vogue, I started by exploring the source; Vogue 
Magazine. Starting as a weekly publication in 
1892, the magazine (now issued monthly) has 
continuously changed the face of fashion in more 
than 18 countries.  Once a magazine that de-
picted amazing turn of the century artist render-
ings of the fashion elite, its cover now depicts the 
actors and models which represent the modern 
view of fashion and style.

As an architecture student, I believe that I have 
creative license to judge anything that falls with-
in the realm of aesthetics. Therefore, I only see 
it apt to question everything that I am exposed 
to; much to the chagrin of my classmates I am 
sure. My critique began with purchasing my fi rst 
copy of Vogue. After the shear embarrassment 
had passed, I sat down and read the magazine 
cover to cover. Aside from endless pages of ad-
vertisements, the magazine holds an important 
attribute quintessential to modern culture.  Sure, 

it implores anyone to take part in a life of exu-
berance and grandeur, but most importantly for 
me, it raises questions about our current cultural 
milieu and the part that we play in it.

I am interested in what is new, exciting and 
popular because that is how I was brought up, as 
many of you probably were too. For me the 90s 
were measured by running down the streets of 
suburbia to watch the Internet start up, to join 
a chat room, keep my Tamagotchi alive, collect 
as many beanie babies as possible, get up early 
on Saturday just to watch cartoons, watch MTV 
even when I wasn’t allowed, bring my boom box 
to a sleepover, and countless other things.  It 
should be no question that today we are inter-
ested in gaining access to all the latest trends of 
our current age.  Historically, architecture oper-
ates in the same manner.

Take Philip Johnson for instance.  Widely known 
as a controversial and provocative architect,

Johnson went through architectural styles faster 
than Gaga changes outfi ts.  As a promoter for 
the International Style, he curated exhibits and 
worked both on personal projects and with 
Mies Van der Rohe. Soon he spoke highly of the 
changes in Nazi Germany, graduated from Har-
vard and not long after criticized the style he had 
championed.  Johnson grew increasingly eclectic 
as he became interested in Post-Modernism 
and eventually Deconstructivism, on which he 
curated an exhibit for in 1988.  Did this idea of 
adopting what is vogue die with Johnson?  Of 
course not, Zaha Hadid seems to have taken up 
the cross of changing ideals starting with her 
roots in Deconstructivism to her current work in 
free forms that seem to be guided by little more 
than her hand gliding across the page.  Architects 
want to be at the cutting edge of design in the 
changing climate of the architectural fi eld, but 
commissions are made at the digression of cur-
rent culture, forcing vogue ideals onto contem-
porary design.

Architecture is not concerned about what is in 
the ‘now’, but rather everything that has ever 
been in the ‘now’.  Architecture fi nds itself at 
the crossroads of pop culture and sociopolitical 
endeavors that pressure design to recondition 

itself relative to the ideals centered on vogue.  
Whether it be Sufjan Stevens’ new album, Billy 
Reid being named the best American fashion 
designer, the latest technologies in modeling or 
the newest MoMA exhibition, architecture has 
to be willing to take interest in everything vogue.  
Today’s architecture must be “opportunistic”, 
to steal a page from LTL.  We as designers must 
be willing to save everything like Bjarke Ingles 
or challenge everything like Rem Koolhaas.  We 
must be willing to take risks.  I am not asking 
everyone to go out and buy a copy of Vogue but 
instead I am asking you to question everything 
around you and in take the world. Vogue is more 
than just Madonna, but rather for an architec-
ture student, it is a lifestyle.  It is a stance on 
culture, one open to the reality that everything is 
interconnected and that everything can be ques-
tioned.  I challenge you to see vogue as culture 
and confront it.
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A NEW ERA OF 
SMALL SCALE 
& BIG CHANGE
The legacy of architectural curation at the MoMA is grounded in the 
sensibilities of founding director of the department, Philip Johnson who 
argued for aesthetics over ethics. With its prolifi c collections, the museum 
has tended towards epochal retrospectives, but with the arrival of the new 
curator Berry Bergdoll there seems to be a shift in priorities. This comes 
at an apt time when design for social change has become the new trend in 
architecture. Bernard Rudofsky’s exhibit of vernacular construction, Ar-
chitecture without Architects (1964) is the precedent for the contemporary 
exhibition Small Scale, Big Change (2010). The exhibition avoids modernist 
clichés and presents localized, social interventions. This postmodern rejec-
tion of modern utopian attempts coupled with its obsession of formalism 
has limited the scope of research on humanitarian design, until now. The 
curation of only eleven select projects, although global and of a wide variety, 
suggests the museum’s interest lies in avoiding generalizations and prescrip-
tions in this movement of socially conscious architecture. In Glenn Lowry’s 
forward, the director of the MoMA pronounces that the museum has always 
been concerned with architecture aside from aesthetics and this exhibition is 
a continuation albeit in a new light.

By intentionally refraining from any clear statement or conclusion in the 
exhibition, the public is free to focus on the variety of design solutions and 
approaches. Architecture and contemporary cultures are rapidly transform-
ing, and the MoMA recognizes this change. Transitioning from the era of 
starchitect – typifi ed by huge budgets, waste of materials, didacticism, and 
visual advertising – this exhibit celebrates other currents of architecture. 
This new era of generational practitioners are interested in collaborating 
with communities and cultures rather than imposing grandiose visions of 
formalism or urban harmony.

This collaboration extends into the work of the inhabitants who can manipu-
late and transform their own spaces. The architecture is fl uid, accommo-
dating and open to individual and communal interventions. The strongest 
works in the exhibition are the ones that are deeply engaged in the cultural 
practices and purposely are ongoing projects. Alejandro Aravena’s Quinta 
Monroy houses in Iquique, Chile can be expanded and dressed to fi t each 
families needs and tastes. This project is reminiscent of Teddy Cruz’s ad hoc 
housing in San Yuisido, California. The renunciation of modernist rigid-
ity can most symbolically be seen in the apartment renovation of Frederic 
Druot, Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe Vassal that did not displace its oc-

by Lindsey 
McLaughlin

Photo: Palma Cristobal
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cupants and now provides accommodating, livable spaces. In the same vein, 
the Rural Studio projects tend to inadvertently allow for their inhabitants’ 
personalization. These projects, as Niccolai Ouroussoff writes, represent an 
‘’appreciation for the value of life as it’s lived in existing communities, no 
matter how poor or derelict.’’   In uplifting and augmenting the local values 
and cultural practices, this exhibit demonstrates how the most humble proj-
ects are also the most profound.

This new paradigm of architectural engagement in culture does not stem 
from aesthetic concerns alone. While globalization provides a wealth of 
technological solutions, often the most ecological and practical answers are 
found in the vernacular. In this way, the eleven exhibition projects prioritize 
information and technology as means to reinvest in vernacular construc-
tion. Consider the Meti-handmade school by Anna Heringer, which adapted 
and improved local construction methods in the context of contemporary 
construction techniques.

The new paradigm extends beyond the boundaries of traditional architec-
ture and museum culture. For example, by placing the Red Location Mu-
seum of Struggle in South Africa in a community of black industrial workers 
where the struggles of apartheid unfolded, the museum addresses issues 
that are still presently affecting the community. As Andres Lepik states, “in 
architecture [such as the Red Location Museum], smaller endeavors can 
have greater consequences,” where to date ninety-seven businesses thrive 
around this “small intervention” that “over time can improve living condi-
tions for all residents.”

While each project offers interesting approaches to incorporating the ver-
nacular into the global, the exhibition would benefi t from a unifi ed prioritiz-
ing of local context. For instance, other Urban-Think Tank projects not in-
cluded in the exhibition more closely mirror the ideals of the new paradigm. 
Still, the exhibition is strongest in the freedom from formal requirements in 
socially engaged architecture.  Thus, beyond any single architectural ideal, 
the biggest change may in fact be MoMA’s new approach to curating design 
works based on more than just the aesthetic. In addition, the exhibit shows 
that socio-economic interventions are being re-imagined successfully. Aes-
thetic choices produced by informed technological and vernacular strategies 
are creating a subtle, locally contextualized aesthetic.

Photo: Kurt Horbst
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As the architect uses form and void to create his art, he is often unaware of 
the unintentional canvas his building creates for other artists. Graffi ti is an 
art form that is mostly ignored in architecture. If considered, it becomes the 
degradation of an architect’s work; a grievance which is to be discouraged 
at all costs. There are many ways to thwart graffi ti artists; installing lights, 
surveillance, gardens, and automatic sprinkler systems. Cities develop huge 
task forces, at the tax-payers’ expense, to eliminate the spread of graffi ti 
and immediately remove the offending artwork. Have we considered that 
perhaps we’re stunting a visually compelling voice of the city, and destroying 
what is essentially a free en-plein-air gallery?
 
This is assuming, of course, that we believe graffi ti can be beautiful; that it 
can be an interesting look into the unarticulated psyche of the community 
looking for a mode of expression. However, just as there is a difference 
between shelter/enclosure and capital ‘A’ architecture, not all graffi ti is ‘art’. 
The chicken-scratch “tags” that blanket any downtown area are evidence of 
this. Anyone can carve their initials into their desk. But even the lowly tag 
can become elevated to art with attention and thought to design, detail, and 
just plain physical height--by putting it in a ridiculously hard to reach area. 
Graffi ti also has the ability to carry a timely, thought provoking message. 
For example, Florida saw an explosion of graffi ti responding to BP after the 
recent oil spill. Graffi ti can be encouraging, offering kind advice or provid-
ing social critique. Finally, graffi ti can just be damn-impressive, a work of 
tempered skill and attention.

by Adam Welker THE 
IGNORED 
VERNACULAR

Photo: Addison Godel

Photo: Eli Ramirez
Illustration: Adam Welker
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Nevertheless, there are a lot of people out there 
that want graffi ti to be stopped. Justifi ably, land-
owners want to protect their investments and 
prevent their building from being defaced. But 
that’s not going to stop graffi ti artists. The forma-
tion of a graffi ti task force becomes a challenge 
to the artist to overcome ‘the man’ and bedeck 
the protected canvas. Can’t we come up with a 
way to re-direct this creative output in a more 
constructive way? Cities that have problems with 
skateboarders build skate parks. Skateboard-
ers then have a place to call their own, and are 
less likely to knock down Aunt Wanda as she’s 
pushing her grocery cart down the sidewalk. This 
may go against the sociology of the act, as graffi ti 
is often the result of defi ance, a need to rebel, or 
simply done for an adrenaline rush. But where 
have graffi ti parks been attempted?

A quick Google search dredges up few examples. 
Long Island has a building called “Da Five 
Pointz”, where graffi ti artists are allowed, via a 
permit from the building owner, to display their 
work. This poses an interesting idea for reclama-
tion projects. Old buildings slated for demolition 
could become temporary city-sanctioned galler-
ies. Hundertwasser coined an idea of personal 
art space he called the “Window Right”:

Hundertwasser’s idea was on the right track, but 
it is mostly superfi cial as he still had some level 
of control over the art. We could also look to 
Herman Hertzberger. In many cases, his archi-

tecture was more of a framework for its inhabit-
ants to customize. For example, he encouraged 
the residents of his LiMa Housing Complex to 
take broken tiles and create their own courtyard 
mosaics. A more recent example is the “Free 
Speech Monument” in Charlottesville, VA, a 
large public chalkboard where citizens can write 
or draw whatever they please. This temporary 
form of self-expression is washed clean every few 
weeks. A similar installation by Mary Miss can 
be seen here at Ohio State, out front of Evans 
Laboratory on 18th and College Ave.

Architecture may be against graffi ti, but perhaps 
takes more inspiration from the medium than we 
think. Herzog & de Meuron come to mind. There 
are obvious connections in their work to graffi ti. 
Think Cottbus Library and 40 Bond St. This 
sort of give-and-take between architecture and 
graffi ti is a one-way street; architects can borrow 
from graffi ti, but the graffi ti artist is pushed away 
from the architect’s work. In architecture, we are 
extremely concerned with fi tting into the existing 
fabric and vernacular of a site. I’d posit that the 
graffi ti in an area should also be considered as 
part of the vernacular. In fact, places like New 
York should celebrate that vernacular, as recog-
nized by Herzog & de Meuron at 40 Bond St.

Graffi ti is inevitable. It has been an inescapable 
art form since ancient times and is not fading 
anytime soon. Why fi ght it? An architect typi-
cally doesn’t sign their name on a building, but 
that level of ownership can be claimed by the 
common tourist scrawling, “Bob wuz here ‘89!” 
Can’t we build in such a way to encourage graffi ti 
artists to cover our buildings with beautiful art-
work? Rather than promote the sacrosanct blank 
white wall of modernism, why not invest in it; as 
a blank, white canvas?

“A person in a rented apartment must be 
able to lean out of his window and scrape 
off the masonry within arm’s reach. And 
he must be allowed to take a long brush 
and paint everything outside within arm’s 
reach. So that it will be visible from afar to 
everyone in the street that someone lives 
there who is different from the imprisoned, 
enslaved, standardised man who lives next 
door.”
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ESSAYS
FROM AN
OUTSIDER

by Antoinette Belson

Slam

Huh? What was that noise? What time is it? 

In the darkness I make out a cloaked fi gure shaking off water as it stands in 
the doorway. It drops a coat as it shuffl es towards the bed. I watched The 
Walking Dead tonight, so I pinch myself to make sure I’m not dreaming 
about zombies. Nope, this is real. 

“Ggggrrrrrrrahhhh”

“Hello?” I grab the fl ashlight from the bedside table and shine it towards the 
moaning fi gure as it fumbles for the light switch. It shields its eyes revealing 
the black smudges it left on the wall. 

“Nooo. Sleep now”, it responds. 

The fi gure is emerging in the beam of the fl ashlight. Is it a zombie? No. A 
burglar? No. Sigh, it is my architecture student.

“What is on your hands? What time is it?” 
 
“Move over. It’s crap from the laser cutter. Time is 3am. Weather 
is dark and stormy.”

“Well I’m sure you were productive. I’m glad you made it home safe.” 

“You know me, living the dream. If I start mumbling about 
studio just hit me, ok?” Her head hits the pillow.

“Ok. Sweet dreams”

zzzzz....
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Living in Knowlton Hall keeps all of us in close proximity to another great 
work of architecture: The Fisher College of Business, the example par 
excellence of integrated campus planning and contextual materiality. The 
architects of the project, Cooper, Robertson & Partners, have been active 
for over 30 years and in so doing have garnered the praise and respect of 
their contemporaries:

Now it’s your chance to examine the skillful planning and detailing at the 
Fisher College of Business. Following our example diagrams, we encour-
age you to produce your own diagrams considering context, materiality, 
formal composition, historical precedent, etc. Please submit your original 
entries to onetwelveksa@gmail.com.

THE FISHER-COLLEGE-
OF-BUSINESS-COCKTAIL-
NAPKIN-DIAGRAM-CONTEST!

by Julian Funk 
     & Alex Palmer

“WORKING WITH COOPER, ROBERTSON OVER “WORKING WITH COOPER, ROBERTSON OVER 
THE YEARS HAS BEEN A VERY POSITIVE THE YEARS HAS BEEN A VERY POSITIVE 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE FOR ME AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE FOR ME AND 
I HOPE TO CONTINUE THE RELATIONSHIP. I HOPE TO CONTINUE THE RELATIONSHIP. 
ALEX COOPER IS AN ERUDITE PLANNER AND ALEX COOPER IS AN ERUDITE PLANNER AND 
URBANIST. HE’S THE BEST AT WHAT HE DOES. URBANIST. HE’S THE BEST AT WHAT HE DOES. 
HIS PARTNER JAQUE ROBERTSON IS A GREAT HIS PARTNER JAQUE ROBERTSON IS A GREAT 
RESOURCE IN HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HISTORY RESOURCE IN HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HISTORY 
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CITIES AND THE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CITIES AND THE 
ARCHITECTURAL POSSIBILITIES OF CITIES. ARCHITECTURAL POSSIBILITIES OF CITIES. 
HIS ABILITY TO EXPLAIN AND BRING LIGHT HIS ABILITY TO EXPLAIN AND BRING LIGHT 
AND CONTEXT AND HISTORY TO PROBLEMS AND CONTEXT AND HISTORY TO PROBLEMS 
IS SOMETHING I RELY ON.”IS SOMETHING I RELY ON.”
- FRANK GEHRY - FRANK GEHRY 

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE,FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE,
THERE’S THERE’S 

TROUBLE IN TROUBLE IN PAPARADISE!!!RADISE!!!

MORE IMAGES FOUND AT
KNOWLTON.OSU.EDU/ONETWELVEKSA
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The ISSUE IMAGE
David Thrasher Presents:

“CORK THAT SHIT”
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for BOSE® headphones with noise cancel-
ing technology and high quality full range of 
sound is more important than half a month’s 
rent. She is right. These allow a deep submer-
sion into pixel pushing la-la land. Productivi-
ty is high and when accompanied with a head 
bobbing groove tells the people around you 
to back off. The $6.00 for the stereo phono 
plug extension cable now required to utilize 
this year’s computers is a drop in a bucket for 
her sanity.

The third EDRD is pure in form and function. 
They are in fact earplugs. Rated at a 30 deci-
bel reduction, these devices not only fi lter 
out the higher frequency aural reverberations 
that if left unstifl ed will subject you to need-
less absorption of high pitched laughs and 
the clanking of Santa’s little elves building 
away for mid-terms. What they say about 
you is that you are agitated easily and not 
very easy going, but intuitive enough to use 
counter measures.

What do I use, you ask? Well, I began with 
cheapo earplugs but their fl uorescent color 
aroused some suspicion that I wasn’t paying 
full attention during lectures. So I ordered 
higher grade fl esh colored ones online draw-
ing less attention to my sensitivities.

KSA_Survival _Guide- Item_ 002
by Michael Todoran

While KSA acoustics allow overlapping fan-
tastic dialogue, an out of tune piano, and the 
occasional expletive emerging from a crash-
ing program, this cacophony needs to be put 
in check from time to time. Here in lies the 
KSA survival item number zero, zero, two. 
External Decibel Reduction Devices 
(EDRD). EDRDs appear in various formats 
and hierarchies that serve functions ranging 
from the practical to social. Let us examine 
these devices.

The fi rst and most iconic EDRD is the white 
ear buds that arrive defaulted with your 
favorite iProduct. Unlike the vector based 
stylized glossy ad campaign where silhouett-
ed hipsters rock out care free, we on the other 
hand perform less glamorous activities with 
our Xacto knifes and chipboard. The decibel 
reduction in itself is moderate and what they 
say about you is that you’re cool, and on oc-
casion, an interruption from a peer to show 
you a “Tim and Eric Awesome Show Great 
Job” YouTube clip is a welcomed break.
The second EDRD is for the focused indi-
vidual. She has decided the $300.00 price tag 
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So, another fi nals week is bearing down 
upon us, jaws open and dripping, ready 
to devour large swathes of our sleeping 
time. But never fear, Knowltonites! For 
those moments in the next couple of 
weeks when “walking dead” is your vi-
tal status and you need an impromptu 
bed, learn from the collective wisdom 
of those who have gone before.

 As far as Knowlton’s prime “vacation 
spots” go, you can’t do better than the 
colloquially termed “good couch”; the 
brown squishy one that absorbs per-
sonal items (and smells) deep into its 
plush cushions. Next, ranked in order 
of comfort are the black Mies, the Mitt, 
the metal bench, and fi nally the Lips, 
docked not only for being ridiculously 
uncomfortable, but also for being gro-
tesquely covered in mysterious stains. 
When all the other couches are taken, 
don’t just lie down and take your ergo-
nomically incorrect place on the lips 
(the skin rash isn’t worth it), get cre-
ative!

If you’ve got a blanket at your disposal, 
250 can be a decent place to sleep. The 
chairs aren’t a terrible place to nap, 
as we all know from certain ill-timed 
classes, and that balcony is downright 
comfortable in the middle of the night. 
I know people who swear by an elec-
tric blanket in the latter scenario: it 
gets frosty in there by morning. As an 
added bonus, you can’t miss your (or 

someone else’s) 8:30 a.m. lecture. If 
you’re one of those lucky souls who can 
fall asleep sitting up, try 448. It gets 
nauseatingly warm in there at night, 
and you minimize the commute time 
between sleeping location and work-
place. Plan to wake up before 5:00 a.m. 
when the air conditioning comes back 
on and renders the room tundra status. 
I’ve heard well-corroborated stories of 
those who have slept in the bathroom, 
probably by accident. Doesn’t really 
appeal to me, especially given the leg-
endary tales of unsuspecting male stu-
dents walking in on janitors who use 
the bathrooms for early morning chest 
washes. Surprisingly, there are also 
many options available to those who 
would rather sleep near their desk. 
I’ve witnessed sleeping bags, dog beds, 
foam mattresses and internal credenza 
nests (for the shorter set only) utilized 
to great effect. 

But my all-time favorite place to sleep 
is actually an indigenous work of 
Knowlton student genius: the wood 
installation at the end of the student 
lounge. Not only can you sleep on top 
of it if you own something soft, but the 
interior/underside of the piece is pretty 
much the greatest sleeping cave in the 
building. Manage to procure a bunch of 
blankets, a pillow and a trash bag full 
of clean clothes and living for weeks 
at a time in this building is completely 
feasible. Take it from me, I’ve done it.

archiTECHsupport: Knowledge 
for Knowlton’s Novices:
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